
NOTE:moreinfo - needs more informationTODO- Eclipse version- IntroductionConventions- classes will be camel cased- methods will be post�xed with '()', ie. two brackets without their param-eters. If necessary the parameters will be included and described.1 Chapter 1Starting with a clean slate we will create the plugin project and rip out andmodify the default editor that is created by the wizard.1. Creating and setting up the base of the plugin, create a new plugin of typeEditor2. modify the �le extension in the wizard or plugin.xml, this project will usethe extension 'precall'3. add the org.eclipse.gef library in the dependencies tab of plugin.xml (whatabout draw2d?)4. We are now ready to start coding the initial classes before we start inte-grating the model, remove org.eclipse.ui.workbench.texteditor (why?)5. create a class extending GraphicalEditor called MainViewer, two methodswill be implemented by default(a) create a constructor for MainViewer, setting the edit domain to De-faultEditDomain(b) override the method con�gureGraphicalVieweri. ensure that super.con�gureGraphicalViewer() is called �rstii. get the Graphical Viewer in order to con�gure itiii. set the root edit part which will be the base layer for all editparts, ScalableRootEditPart is easiestiv. set the class BaseFactory (currently nonexistent) as the viewer'sfactory. It will create the required EditPart based on its type.This class will have to be updated as you model is extended intoits visualizationTo create the factory BaseFactory, create a new package in which to place thefactory. In this instance it was created in the subpackage 'factory'. The factoryimplements EditPartFactory and will be used by GEF to produce the requirededit parts as the di�erent model elements are encountered. No hierarchical1



information is maintained in the factory despite any possible occurrences orlimitations existent within the model.Now we will remove the existing editor and place our class in its place sothat it is instantiated when the plugin loads. Remember eclipse's infrastructureis such that classes of installed plugins are not instantiated until the plugin isactually required.- in plugin.xml, replace the 'class' �eld with MainViewer- clear the 'contributorClass' �eld- update the id of the plugin- set the name of the plugin if desired- delete the package baseplugin.editors and all classes withinNow we can test whether we have a working plugin by right-clicking on theproject and selecting 'Run As' and then selecting 'Eclipse Application'.Another Eclipse instance will be run and once loaded, we will want to in-stantiate the editor we just created with a �le. In order to do so, make sure the'Package Explorer' view is visible and create a new project if necessary, thencreate a new �le with the 'precall' extension and open it. A white window willappear which performs no actions, indicating that our plugin is working.Before integrating an external package into our plugin, we shall display asimple box using some basic �gures to gain some experience with draw2D. The�gure will be displayed in the white area that appeared as our editor.There are several concepts relating to �gures:- drawing basic shapes, this is very easy- layouts, similar to swing, no extensive coverage here- placement, very important and can be trickyLet's draw a simple box which will represent an empty model object for now,and then we will extend this into a sequence of boxes that will represent someassociated sequence from a model.First, we need to create a model object. This is easy, it will not have any vari-ables or methods for now. The class for this is edu.toronto.model.example.simple.SimpleASecond we will create an EditPart that will interact with the model objectand the Figure.The new class is created as baseplugin.editpart.SimpleAEditPart which ex-tends AbstractGraphicalEditPart.Third, in createFigure() of SimpleAEditPart, we create a rectangle to displayon the page.Fourth, we tie the model class with the edit part that will represent thismodel object. This is done in BaseFactory.Fifth, we set the model of the viewer to an object of SimpleA which willthen be displayed. This is done in MainViewer.initializeGraphicalViewer().If you run the plugin application and open the �le with the 'precall' extensionyou will notice that the whole screen is painted blue. This is because the modelobject is a single element and it is presumed to be the main diagram (moreinfo).In order to have the box appear as we would like to have the main diagram withall the layout settings made so that multiple component or the diagram's actualcomponents can be displayed and maintained separately.2



As such, a new model class edu.toronto.model.example.simple.SimpleAHolderis created and an associated edit part baseplugin.editpart.SimpleAHolderEditPart.In that class you will see that no actual �gures are really created, only the lay-out and contentPane RectangleFigure is setup. (moreinfo on toolbar layout andcontentpane). The model object and associated edit part are also placed in thefactory. The last thing to do with this model modi�cation is modifying theactual model passed into the viewer which is done in MainViewer.***Now we can begin working on building/integrating our model.In this tutorial, I will demonstrate how to interface existing code whichprovides a result after running an aglorithm to display the results using a basicgraph.- import/copy the package into the project
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